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Raj Vinod Abhang, 24 years old, lives in the Mankhurd
area with 4 members in his family. 
His father is an auto driver and mother working, he
also wanted to stand on his own feet and do a good
job in the banking sector.
At first he did not know how to get good study
material, to prepare for the banking examination and
get guidance for the same.
He came across the M-power Library and found good
books that will help him to appear for the banking
examination.
He spent a good 7 hrs. every day preparing for the
exam. Clearing the exam with good scores he is now
placed in ICICI Bank, Bangalore as a product manager
with a salary of Rs. 40,000 per month.
He says, "The M- Power library cum study centre has
a very good environment for studying and also have
new and updated study material like books or every
suject, laptops fot the students to use and guidance
anf mentorship."

M-POWER
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NEW BOOKS ADDED 
 AT M- POWER

REGULARLY



Thank you Udaan
for providing us

knowledge,
teachers,

environment to
grow and make a

good career.
:- Priya

Udaan has helped
me to improve my

communication
skills.

:- Shreya

Udaan is a centre
full of knowledge
and opportunities

:- Pallivi

The purpose of
Udaan is to make

our future better by
giving us

scholarship, good
teaching and

excellent
opportunity to

discover our talent
:- Kushi

I like the education
facilities available
at Udaan Centre

:- Geeta

Science, Maths,
English and Marathi,

all made easier
here,

Thanks to Udaan.
-: Rafia

MESSAGES
FROM OUR

UDAAN
STUDENTS...

Udaan teachers
make learning
interesting and

easier
-: Ailya In Udaan we are

encouraged to ask
qestions and clear

our doubts.
-: Akansha 



Udaan inspires
young minds,

improves our IT
knowledge and

personality.
-: Jatin

The career related
program of Udaan
has changed my

thinking and
widened my

horizons.
-: Affan

Udaan classes
facilitate us with
teachers who are

very
knowledgeable,
communicative

and our mentors
motivate us to

focus on or goals.
-: Hiba

10 DBM Udaan scholars presented
unique experiments at The

RotaScience Fair where 62 schools
had participated.

DBM Udaan Scholars were truly at
par excellence and everyone came
and visited the stall and said even

top schools do not have such
science labs.

Many schools have invited us to
showcase our work.

It was a very proud moment to see
our students go up on stage and
receive trophies and certificates
They are true winners as no one

but we know their journey for the
last few months. Their confidence,

presentation, and clarity of
concepts was superb. 

ROTASCIENCE
FAIR



I was a girl without hope or joy
I was so sad and depressed, 

that I was about to cry,
I had no one who could stand by me

And say you will be good, you will be fine
No hope no dream,

Except a silent scream
No wings to fly, no ways to try

I just heaved a soulful cry
One day a fairy came along 

Carrying hope in the shape of a form.
The angel showed me what I could do

And lovingly took me under her wings too.  
She took me to DBM and introduced me to,
A computer teacher who became my best

friend.
My friend, mastered me on computer skills 
And everyday learning became a new thrill

Skilled and trained,
The sky was my aim 

I no longer cry because I learnt to fly...

A BEAUTIFUL
POEM WRITTEN
AND NARRATED

BY OUR MSCIT
STUDENTS OF

TROMBAY
 Zaid Khan

 Noor Zahir Khan

 PLACEMENTS
More Students of Advance Digital

Marketing are selected at 
VIZTAR INTERNATIONAL PVT LTD

& 
ON TV DIGITAL



After searching for some courses to develop my
skills, I came to know about DBM India and its

Computer course.
I choose tally ERP 9" which was a good fit for my
future growth. I got very good facilities, Helping

Teachers and Knowledge AT DBM INDIA.
 After completing my course, I appeared for

many interviews and at last my hard work paid.
I got selected by an MNC in Bahrain!!! It is like a

dream come true.... 
I thank DBM India who helped me achieve this
milestone in my life. They helped me learn and

grow in my life and career. 
The secret of getting ahead is getting

started!!!!

THOUGHTS
PEN DOWN BY
OUR STUDENT

AFTER
GETTING  HER

DREAM JOB 

Afreen Basheer Shaikh

 MS. NEELAM GILL
FROM  LONDON

Visited our Udaan Centre. She
interacted with the students and
motivated them through her life

experience.
 

Distributed  earphones and 
T-shirts to all our students 

 
Also she visited our schools

where we provide Mid-Day Meals
as she had heard alot about this
and as very keen to participate in

this program.



JOY OF GIVING

It was humbling to see
young children

supporting a wish on the
wish tree put up on the
last 3 days of December

at Vile Parle LIVE Carnival
2022 

Young children fulfilled
the wishes of

underprivileged children
with their contribution

and 😊
A lovely way to bring in
the New Year with the
spirit of Sharing and

Humanity



PUNE CENTRE- 
 ORENTATION

PROGRAM AND
CERTIFICATE

DISTRIBUTION

CERTIFICATE
DISTRIBUTION 

FOR OUR
VARIOUS IT

BATCHES AT
TROMBAY



PARA NURSING

Practical training for our
students with the help of
models and art, to help
better understand the
human body for our

students.



OUR
PRESENCE 

Participated in the Early
Childhood Education

Curriculum Enhancement and
Pedagogy Project organized by

Singapore International
Foundation in partnership

with Muktangan

Participated in the Social Stock
Exchange fund raising meeting

organised by SEBI and
Guidestar

AWARD FOR THE
MONTH

Shri Paramjeet Singh was
presented with an award of

recognition for his
philanthropy and selfless

service to humanity. 



 
www.dbmindia.org

 
info@dbmindia.org 

 
9819108191

All donations are exempt u/s 80G of the Income Tax Act 1961

Google Pay- 9819108191 
 

Paytm- 9167622565

Bank Details Navasrushti International Trust
Account no. 30514869087 

IFSC Code-
  SBIN0001862

To support and contribute to our projects and empower our youth and
women we are avaliable on the Below given Platforms.

Thank you Donors for being with us every day...
"Your kindness makes a difference each time, every time"

ACHIEVER

Divya Thirumal, a 23 year old girl lives with
her family. Her father is the only earning

member and she always dreamt of
helping and supporting the family. After

completing graduation, she started
looking out for skill courses as only

graduation was not enough. That is when
she heard about the computer

professional skill training program by
DBM India. She joined the  MS-CIT course
and completed it with flying colors. She
not only learnt technical knowledge but

also through the English and life skill
training she gained confidence for the

interview.
She is now placed at Magic bus foundation
as an Impact assessment executive and is

earning Rs. 16,000 per month 
She is very grateful to DBM India for giving

her a direction to a better future.

Divya Thirumal


